Welcome to

OTTANIA
Together, we make **hopes** possible!
Nick Valla - Prime Minister
Morgana Falabella - Minister of Home Secretary & Health
Fatima Rezaei - Minister of Labor
Tyler Walls - ATG
In midst of this migration influx.... As the largest nation in Altrippa with a fast growing economy we are aiming to nurture positive relationships with our neighbouring nations and advocate for human rights and best migration policies.
Communication Strategy

“Volunteer Campaign”

“We Can Do It!”
GDP Growth
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Employment
Self sufficiency through employment and growth opportunities
Empowering Newcomers

Open Borders
Asylum Processes
Housing Assistance
Health Care
Education
Language Training
Discord

Favorability

![Discord vs. Year](image1)
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International Relations

ATG Delegation

Financial aid to other nations
Human Rights Advocacy
Next step...

- Policy implementation and enforcement
  - Partnership with nonprofit and private sector
  - Collaboration with local governments
- Policy evaluation
  - Quarterly reports
  - Annual evaluation of programs
- Policy strategic refinement
Thank you! Questions?